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On Training Traffic Predictors via Broad Learning
Structures: A Benchmark Study

Di Liu , Simone Baldi , Senior Member, IEEE, Wenwu Yu , Senior Member, IEEE,
Jinde Cao , Fellow, IEEE, and Wei Huang

Abstract—A fast architecture for real-time (i.e., minute-based)
training of a traffic predictor is studied, based on the so-called
broad learning system (BLS) paradigm. The study uses various
traffic datasets by the California Department of Transportation,
and employs a variety of standard algorithms (LASSO regres-
sion, shallow and deep neural networks, stacked autoencoders,
convolutional, and recurrent neural networks) for comparison
purposes: all algorithms are implemented in MATLAB on the
same computing platform. The study demonstrates a BLS train-
ing process two-three orders of magnitude faster (tens of seconds
against tens-hundreds of thousands of seconds), allowing unprece-
dented real-time capabilities. Additional comparisons with the
extreme learning machine architecture, a learning algorithm
sharing some features with BLS, confirm the fast training of
least-square training as compared to gradient training.

Index Terms—Broad learning system (BLS), least-square meth-
ods, real-time software, real-time training, traffic flow prediction.

I. INTRODUCTION

TRAFFIC congestion is becoming a serious problem
due to the increasing traffic volumes and to the chal-

lenges of traffic management [1], [2]. It has been shown that
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precise short-term traffic prediction (15–40-min ahead) can
ease congestion by helping travelers in planning their path
and traffic managers in implementing correct policies [3]–
[6]. Deep learning architectures have emerged as a way to
tackle the multipattern traffic data, such as stacked autoen-
coders (SAEs) with optimized structure [7], [8]; extreme
learning machines (ELMs) with optimized configuration [9],
[10]; neural networks with optimized structure [11]; deep neu-
ral networks (DNNs) augmented with extra features [12] or
vector correction [13]; and deep belief networks combined
with data-fusion [14] or regression layers [15]. The state-
of-the-art essentially highlights the huge efforts needed for
optimizing the deep structure or ad-hoc combining different
learning structures (see also [16]–[18]). In the authors’ experi-
ence [19]–[22], at least two challenges arise. First, optimizing
the configuration of a deep architecture is a cumbersome
task, which requires long trial and errors and high exper-
tise [23]. Second, deep structures must be trained offline using
gradient methods and/or dedicated graphical processing units
(GPUs) [24]: if the generalization capabilities of the prediction
are not satisfactory, the network structure must be reconfigured
and the long training repeated. The combination of these two
challenges prevent effective traffic predictors.

This work is motivated by the need for architectures with
less time-consuming training capabilities. The recent broad
learning system (BLS) framework [25]–[27] seems a promis-
ing one toward this need. Instead of improving prediction by
deepening the structure, BLS extends the structure in width,
allowing training via faster least-square methods [28], [29]. In
this aspect, BLS shares some characteristics with ELMs [30],
[31] which also use least-square methods. The distinguish-
ing feature of BLS are incremental learning algorithms that
do not require complete retraining when the network is
expanded [32], [33]. To go beyond a mere application of
BLS, extensive comparative experiments against state-of-the-
art algorithms (LASSO regression, SAEs, shallow, deep,
convolutional, and recurrent neural networks) are presented,
using various traffic datasets by the California Department
of Transportation (Caltrans), with flow/speed/occupancy data.
The comparisons show that, when all algorithms are imple-
mented in the same MATLAB computing platform, the train-
ing time of BLS is two-three orders of magnitude faster (tens
of seconds instead of tens-hundreds of thousands of seconds),
which paves the way for unprecedented real-time training
capabilities. Such a fast training is achieved without sacri-
ficing the learning performance: the prediction error of BLS

2168-2216 c© 2020 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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is competitive against state-of-the-art algorithms.1 Additional
comparisons with the ELM architecture confirm the fast train-
ing of least-square methods as compared to gradient-based
methods.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section II recalls BLS. Sections III and IV present the traffic
prediction test cases with extensive comparisons. Section V
concludes the work.

II. BACKGROUND ON BROAD LEARNING SYSTEM

Let us give a quick overview of BLS, and refer to [25]
for more details. BLS is constructed upon a random vector
functional-link network structure [34], and comprises feature
nodes and enhancement nodes arranged in a flat network.
Feature nodes are nonlinear transformations of the input data,
while enhancement nodes are nonlinear transformations of the
feature node data. Let X ∈ RSnum×M be the input training data,
Y ∈ RSnum×N be the target training data, with Snum the number
of samples, and M, N the input and output dimensions. Let us
define the ith mapped feature node as

Zi = ϕi
(
XWei + bei

)
, i = 1, . . . , n (1)

where ϕi is the activation function, whose weights Wei and
bias bei are randomly generated. The set of feature nodes Zn =
[Z1, Z2, . . . , Zn] becomes the input to the enhancement nodes.
Let us define the jth enhancement node as

Hj = ζj
(
ZnWhj + bhj

)
, j = 1, 2, . . . , m (2)

where ζj is the activation function, whose weights Whj and
bias bhj are also randomly generated. The set of enhancement
nodes is Hm = [H1, H2, . . . , Hm], and the BLS structure is

Y = [Z1, . . . , Zn|H1, . . . , Hm]Wm
n = [

Zn|Hm]
Wm

n . (3)

After defining Am
n = [Zn|Hm], training is obtained via the

pseudoinverse/least-square regression [25], [35]

Wm
n = (

Am
n

)+
Y =

[(
Am

n

)T
Am

n + λI
]−1(

Am
n

)T
Y (4)

where λ is a positive constant used for regularization. The
resulting one-shot BLS is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Remark 1: Similarly to BLS, ELMs use nodes with ran-
domly generated weights, organized hierarchically, with only
the last layer trained via least-square regression [9], [10].
Actually, one-shot BLS and ELMs can be thought as two vari-
ants of the random vector functional-link network idea [34],
where training via least-square regression was proposed. This
work considers a two-layer implementation of ELM, with the
feature layer and the enhancement layer organized hierarchi-
cally, with only the enhancement layer trained via least-square
regression.

As compared to ELMs, the distinguishing feature of BLS
is to maintain a flat structure, i.e., the feature node and the
enhancement node layers are kept flat and both connected to
the output layer. This helps avoiding complete retraining when
the network is expanded, as explained hereafter.

1Even after tuning all algorithms as best as we could, it is possible that
more extensive tuning leads to better performance than the one we achieved.
However, such tuning would be extremely time-consuming (months), with
several trial-and-error experiments for each algorithm.

Algorithm 1 BLS: One-Shot Training
1: Given. Training data X(k) and target matrix Y(k), k =

1, . . . , Snum

2: Feature group.
for i = 1, i ≤ n

Randomly initialize Wei , bei

Compute Zi = ϕi(XWei + bei)

Obtain the feature mapping group

Zn = [Z1, Z2, · · · , Zn]

3: Enhancement group.
for j = 1, j ≤ m

Randomly initialize Whj , bhj

Compute Hj = ζj(ZnWhj + bhj)

Obtain the enhancement nodes group

Hm = [H1, H2, · · · , Hm]

4: Take Am
n = [Zn|Hm]

5: One-shot training. Compute weights

Wm
n = [(Am

n )
TAm

n + λI]
−1

(Am
n )

TY

6: Given. Testing data Xt(k) and target matrix Yt(k), k =
1, . . . , St,num

7: Feature group.
for i = 1, i ≤ n

Compute Zt,i = ϕi(XtWei + bei)

Obtain the feature mapping group

Zn
t = [Zt,1, Zt,2, · · · , Zt,n]

8: Enhancement group.
for j = 1, j ≤ m

Compute Ht,j = ζj(Zn
t Whj + bhj)

Obtain the enhancement nodes group

Hm
t = [Ht,1, Ht,2, · · · , Ht,m]

9: Take Am
t,n = [Zn

t |Hm
t ]

10: One-shot testing. Compute estimates

Ŷt = Am
t,nWm

n

A. Incremental Broad Learning System

If a given BLS structure cannot provide sufficient prediction
accuracy, the structure is enhanced by expanding the network
in width. There are two main expansion strategies: 1) increase
the number of enhancement nodes and 2) increase the number
of feature nodes. Let us only recall the first one for lack of
space. Let Hm+1 be the enhancement nodes to be added. Then

Am+1
n = [

Am
n |ζm+1

(
ZnWhm+1 + bhm+1

)] = [
Am

n |Hm+1
]

(5)

with randomly generated enhancement weights Whm+1 , bhm+1 .
The incremental BLS can be described as

Y = [
Am

n |Hm+1
][

Wm
n |Wm+1

n

]
. (6)
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Algorithm 2 BLS: Incremental Training With Additional
Enhancement Nodes

1: One-shot training. Same steps 1-5 as Algorithm 1
2: While the training accuracy is not satisfied do
3: Additional enhancement group.

for jh = 1, jh ≤ mh

Randomly initialize Whjh
, bhjh

Compute Hjh = ζjh(Zjh Whjh
+ bhjh

)

Obtain the additional enhancement nodes group

Hm+1 = [H1, H2, · · · , Hmh ]

Am+1
n = [Am

n |Hm+1]

(Am+1
n )

+ =
[
(Am

n )+ − DBT

BT

]

4: Incremental training. Compute additional weights

Wm+1
n =

[
Wm

n − DBTY
BTY

]

5: One-shot testing. Same steps 6-10 as Algorithm 1
6: Additional enhancement group.

for jh = 1, jh ≤ mh

Compute Ht,jh = ζm+1(Zn
t Whjh

+ bhjh
)

Obtain the additional enhancement nodes group

Hm+1
t = [Ht,1, Ht,2, · · · , Ht,mh ]

7: Take Am+1
t,n = [Zn

t |Hm
t |Hm+1

t ], Wt,n = [Wm
n |Wm+1

n ]
8: Incremental testing. Compute estimates

Ŷt = Am+1
t,n Wt,n

The following pseudoinverse is defined as:

(
Am+1

n

)+ =
[(

Am
n

)+ − DBT

BT

]
(7)

D = (
Am)+

Hm+1 (8)

BT =
{

C+ if C �= 0
(
1 + DTD

)−1
BT(Am)+ if C = 0

(9)

C = ζm+1
(
ZnWhm+1 + bhm+1

) − AmD (10)

which allows only the additional weights Wm+1
n to be trained

Wm+1
n =

[
Wm

n − DBTY
BTY

]
. (11)

The resulting incremental BLS training is summarized in
Algorithm 2. For completeness, Algorithm 3 provides the
incremental BLS training when new feature nodes are added.

Remark 2: As compared to the BLS MATLAB code avail-
able at the creator’s website http://www.fst.umac.mo
/en/staff/pchen.html, we have rearranged the code
from a classifier to a regressor, with a set of linear features to
improve prediction.

III. REAL-WORLD TRAFFIC PREDICTION TEST CASES

The performance measurement system (PeMS) data source
is one of the most popular datasets in the traffic field. The

Algorithm 3 BLS: Incremental Training With Additional
Feature Nodes

1: One-shot training. Same steps 1-5 as Algorithm 1
2: While the training accuracy is not satisfied do
3: Additional feature group.

for ie = 1, ie ≤ ne

Randomly initialize Weie
, beie

Compute Zie = φie(XWeie
+ beie

)

Obtain the additional feature nodes group

Zm+1 = [Z1, Z2, · · · , Zne ]

4: Additional enhancement group.
for jh = 1, jh ≤ mh

Randomly initialize Whjh
, bhjh

Compute Hjh = ζjh(Zjh Whjh
+ bhjh

)

Obtain the additional enhancement nodes group

Hm+1 = [H1, H2, · · · , Hmh ]

Am+1
n = [Am

n |Zm+1|Hm+1]

(Am+1
n )

+ =
[
(Am

n )+ − DBT

BT

]

5: Incremental training. Compute additional weights

Wm+1
n =

[
Wm

n − DBTY
BTY

]

6: One-shot testing. Same steps 6-10 as Algorithm 1
7: Additional feature group.

for ie = 1, ie ≤ ne

Compute Zt,ie = φie(XtWeie
+ beie

)

Obtain the additional feature nodes group

Zm+1
t = [Zt,1, Zt,2, · · · , Zt,ne ]

8: Additional enhancement group.
for jh = 1, jh ≤ me

Compute Ht,jh = ζjh(Z
n
t Whjh

+ bhjh
)

Obtain the additional enhancement nodes group

Hm+1
t = [Ht,1, Ht,2, · · · , Ht,mh ]

9: Take Am+1
t,n = [Zn

t |Hm
t |Zm+1

t |Hm+1
t ],

Wt,n = [Wm
n |Wm+1

n ],
10: Incremental testing. Compute estimates

Ŷt = Am+1
t,n Wt,n

dataset is managed and updated by the Caltrans. Data are col-
lected from nearly 40 000 detectors across all major freeways
of California. The first dataset under consideration in this work
is consistent with the one in [18]. It contains the flow, speed,
and occupancy rate at 33 different locations in I405 freeway
(North-bound Interstate 405). The data are aggregated every
five min, resulting in 50 000 data samples used for training
(cf. Fig. 1). Three different spatial/temporal predictions are
considered as follows.

1) Predicting the traffic flow/speed/occupancy 15-min
ahead in time, for any of the 33 locations.

Authorized licensed use limited to: University of Groningen. Downloaded on September 15,2022 at 12:07:04 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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Fig. 1. Spatial/temporal traffic data used in this study.

2) Predicting the traffic flow/speed/occupancy 25-min
ahead in time, for any of the 33 locations.

3) Predicting the traffic flow/speed/occupancy 40-min
ahead in time, for any of the 33 locations.

As common in prediction algorithms, data have been nor-
malized between 0 and 1, using the fact that flow has a
maximum of 1300 vehicles per hour, velocity has a maximum
of 90 miles per hour, and occupancy is maximum 100%.

Remark 3: Traffic predictors must be continuously updated,
e.g., in the occurrence of traffic events [12]. As traffic data
are typically collected on a minute base, a real-time traffic
predictor processing data (including training) on a minute base
would be highly desirable.

IV. COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART ALGORITHMS

We compare BLS against standard methods, all imple-
mented in the same platform (Dell Precision workstation,
Intel Xeon 3.2 GHz, 8-GB RAM, and MATLAB R2017b).
All algorithms have been trained according to the MATLAB
documentation2:

1) Shallow BP Neural Network With One Hidden Layer:
We have used two architectures: hidden layer with ten
neurons, and with 25 neurons, abbreviated as BP-10 and
BP-25, respectively.

2) DNN (With More Hidden Layers): We have used two
architectures: three hidden layers with 10, 5, and 2 neu-
rons, and four hidden layers with 10, 10, 10, and 4
neurons, abbreviated as DNN-3 and DNN-4.

2 backpropagation (BP), DDN: www.mathworks.com/help/deeplea
rning/ref/train.html,
LASSO: www.mathworks.com/help/stats/lasso.html,
SAE: www.mathworks.com/help/deeplearning/examples/
train-stacked-autoencoders-for-image-classification.
html,
CNN: www.mathworks.com/help/deeplearning/examples/
train- a-convolutional-neural-network-for-regression.
html, and
LSTM: www.mathworks.com/help/deeplearning/ug/long-
short-term-memory-networks.html.

3) L1-Norm Regularized Least-Squares Regression
(LASSO): LASSO identifies the most representative
features via the L1-Norm regularization, and fits them
using a linear model. We have used the elastic net
method with α = 0.75, with the option to remove
redundant predictors by using tenfold cross-validated
fits.

4) SAE: Its architecture is an NN with multiple layers of
sparse autoencoders in which the outputs of each layer
is wired to the inputs of the successive layer. Training
an SAE requires:

a) training the first autoencoder, i.e., a sparse autoen-
coder on the training data without using the labels;

b) training the second autoencoder using the features
that were generated from the first autoencoder as
the training data for the second autoencoder;

c) training the final softmax layer in a supervised
fashion using labels for the training data;

d) to further improve the performance, BP is per-
formed on the stacked neural network.

We have used two implementations of SAE, one with
first/second autoencoders of hidden size 10/5, and one
with first/second autoencoders of hidden size 15/7,
abbreviated as SAE-1 and SAE-2, respectively.

5) Convolutional Neural Network (CNN): A very stan-
dard deep learning method implementing four main
operations.

a) Convolution (Conv): Sliding a matrix over the data
so as to extract features from the input.

b) Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU): Introducing non-
linearity in the structure to capture nonlinear
relationships.

c) Pooling (Pool): Reducing the dimensionality of
each feature map to retain the most important
information.

d) Fully Connected Layer (FCL): Traditional
multilayer perceptron with softmax activation
function, so as to use the output from con-
volutional and pooling layers as features for
regression.

Two implementations of CNN are adopted: one with
Conv-ReLU-Pool-Conv-ReLU-FCL, and one with
[Conv-ReLU-Pool](2 times)-[Conv-ReLU](2 times)-
FCL. The networks are abbreviated as CNN-1 and
CNN-2.

6) Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) CNN: A type of
recurrent neural network that can learn long-term depen-
dencies between time steps of sequence data. The
network starts with a sequence input layer followed
by an LSTM layer. The network ends with an FCL.
Two implementations of LSTM are adopted: one with a
LSTM layer of hidden size 25, and a deeper network
with an extra LSTM layer of hidden size 25. The
networks are abbreviated as LSTM-1 and LSTM-2.

To further confirm the benefits of least-square training, we
provide an ELM machine implementation where feature node
layer and the enhancement node layer organized hierarchi-
cally, with only the enhancement layer trained via least-square
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TABLE I
COMPARISON RESULTS FOR 15-min AHEAD PREDICTION. IN BOLD ARE THE SMALLEST ERRORS. DISPERSION AROUND THE MEAN ERROR IS

REPORTED IN PERCENTAGE. THE GRAY BOX COMPARES THE TRAINING TIME VERSUS THE SLOWEST AND THE FASTEST BLS AS POWER OF 10

regression (see Remark 1). Tuning is challenging due to the
long training time: we spent several months tuning the six
algorithms, but a few hours to tune BLS (and ELM), thanks
to their fast training time. We have found that the following
parameter search spaces work well on the PeMS dataset.

1) BLS One-Shot (and Also ELM): 1600 feature nodes,
3200 enhancement nodes.

2) BLS With Incremental Enhancement Nodes (Abbreviated
as BLS Enhanc.): Initially, 1500 feature nodes and 500
enhancement nodes, with three incremental steps where
500 new enhancement nodes are added each step.

3) BLS With Incremental Feature and Enhancement Nodes
(Abbreviated as BLS Enhan.-Feat.): Initially 550 fea-
ture nodes and 1000 enhancement nodes, with three

Authorized licensed use limited to: University of Groningen. Downloaded on September 15,2022 at 12:07:04 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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TABLE II
COMPARISON RESULTS FOR 25-min AHEAD PREDICTION. IN BOLD ARE THE SMALLEST ERRORS. DISPERSION AROUND THE MEAN ERROR IS

REPORTED IN PERCENTAGE. THE GRAY BOX COMPARES THE TRAINING TIME VERSUS THE SLOWEST AND THE FASTEST BLS AS POWER OF 10

incremental steps where 50 new feature nodes and 500
new enhancement nodes are added each step.

A. Result of Comparisons on First Dataset

The result of the comparisons are in Tables I–III (15,
25, 40-min ahead prediction). The prediction performance is
measured in terms of the following.

1) Mean Absolute Error (MAE): 1/N
∑N

i=1 |yi − ŷi|.
2) Mean Square Error (MSE):

√
1/N

∑N
i=1(yi − ŷi)2.

3) Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE):
1/N

∑N
i=1 |yi − ŷi|/| max{yi, 0.01}|.

Where yi denotes the value of a label, and ŷi is its pre-
dicted value resulting from the algorithm. The max operator
in MAPE is used to avoid division by zero. Another measure

Authorized licensed use limited to: University of Groningen. Downloaded on September 15,2022 at 12:07:04 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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TABLE III
COMPARISON RESULTS FOR 40-min AHEAD PREDICTION. IN BOLD ARE THE SMALLEST ERRORS. DISPERSION AROUND THE MEAN ERROR IS

REPORTED IN PERCENTAGE. THE GRAY BOX COMPARES THE TRAINING TIME VERSUS THE SLOWEST AND THE FASTEST BLS AS POWER OF 10

of performance in Tables I–III is the training time, reported in
order of magnitude (power of 10) versus BLS. All results are
averaged over five trials to obtain an average performance.

The training time is related to the depth of the structure:
CNN-2 and CNN-1 are the slowest algorithms, LSTM-2 is
slow due to the double LSTM layer, SAEs require several steps

Authorized licensed use limited to: University of Groningen. Downloaded on September 15,2022 at 12:07:04 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON RESULTS FOR ON BAY-PEMS, FOR 15, 25, AND 40-min AHEAD. IN BOLD ARE THE SMALLEST ERRORS. DISPERSION AROUND THE

MEAN ERROR IS REPORTED IN PERCENTAGE. THE GRAY BOX COMPARES THE TRAINING TIME

VERSUS THE SLOWEST AND THE FASTEST BLS AS POWER OF 10

for training. The training time for all these algorithms span
from tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands of seconds.
It is prohibitive to deploy and train/retrain such algorithms in
real-time, whereas BLS one-shot takes tens of seconds, more
than three orders of magnitude faster. Remarkably, even when
extra training time is required for the incremental enhancement

and feature nodes, still BLS is around two orders of magni-
tude faster than standard algorithms. The experiments show
that, even with incremental learning, BLS allows minute-based
training features, and paving the way to real-time training.

In practice, the prediction performance of all algorithms
is stochastic due to the random initialization of the weights
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and/or nonconvexity of the optimization. To evaluate stochas-
tic behavior, Tables I–III report the dispersion around the mean
value of the error, based on an approximate Gaussian dis-
tribution with dispersion ±3σ . The dispersion is reported in
percentage for better assessment. The percentages show that,
despite BLS adopts nodes with random weights is performance
is consistent and comparable or better than the other algo-
rithms: this consistency was reported in literature also for
ELMs [36], which also uses nodes with random weights.

Because they belong to the same family of algorithms stem-
ming from random vector functional-link networks [34], let us
compare BLS one-shot with ELM: ELM is a bit faster, while
BLS is a bit more accurate. Both aspects can be explained by
the fact that ELM trains only the last layer. Because less links
have to be trained, the least-square problem of ELM is smaller
than the least-square problem of BLS, and thus training is a bit
faster; at the same time, the missing links lead to slightly worse
performance. ELM and BLS one-shot would give exactly the
same result if ELM is arranged in a flat structure (instead of
hierarchical).

B. Validation on Different Dataset

To confirm the results on a different dataset, we further
tested the algorithms on the California Bay dataset (abbrevi-
ated as BAY-PEMS). Similar to other traffic datasets available
online, such as the Los-Angeles metropolitan dataset and the
Shenzhen taxi dataset [37], [38], the dataset contains only
speed data. However, it is still interesting as data are col-
lected from 325 sections: therefore, the regression problem is
even larger than the one of the first PeMS dataset. The corre-
sponding results are reported in Table IV, respectively. Similar
comments as the first dataset apply to this dataset in terms of
fast training time and competitive prediction accuracy.

Remark 4: In this work, we have used the same parameter
settings for all prediction cases (15, 25, 40 min ahead), result-
ing in a unique network structure for all predictions. Although
it is not mandatory to have the same network structure, this
can have some benefits in terms of computational efficiency,
e.g., implementing the same network while simply switch-
ing the network gains according to the desired prediction,
or distributing computations. Because distributed computing
algorithms strongly depend on the network structure [39], a
common network structure would ease their implementation.

Remark 5: For any learning method (except LASSO) we
have used two different implementations: this is done in order
to show that we have tuned all the algorithms as best as
we could. Increasing sizes or adding extra layers does not
in general improve performance: for example, BP-25 is not
unquestionably better than BP-10, DNN-4 is not unquestion-
ably better than DNN-3 and so on.

V. CONCLUSION

We have investigated a BLS as a fast architecture for traf-
fic prediction. Extensive comparisons have been made with
popular learning algorithms (LASSO, SAEs, shallow, deep,
convolutional, and recurrent neural networks), with all algo-
rithms implemented in the same computing platform. The

training time of BLS is shown to be two-three orders of mag-
nitude faster, i.e., tens of seconds against tens-hundreds of
thousands of seconds.
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